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Abstract

The healing of skin wounds requires the tissues surrounding the wounds to initiate internal autologous regeneration. However, wherein the 
wound area is quite large such as, in large area burns or trauma or the ability to self-repair is insufficient, such as in patients with diabetes, 
or stasis varicose veins, external assistance would be required. The application of autologous “concentrated growth factors” is one of the 
external assistances for wound healing. The concentrated growth factors can be used as a gel implant for deep wounds or as a membrane to 
cover superficial wounds to stimulate skin regeneration. CGF gel is prepared using venous blood, which is centrifuged and clotted via the 
natural aggregation of blood. Following the gradient centrifugation, the lower one-third part of the gel— “the CGF gel”—is obtained, and 
clipper is used to compress the gel for obtaining the CGF membrane. The effects of CGF gel or membrane on wound healing, include (1) the 
fibrin mesh can provide the growing structure for keratinocytes or fibroblasts; (2) upon activation, the platelets and neutrophils of CGF 
gel can release various growth factors and cytokines that aid in wound healing; (3) monocytes and macrophages can be released from 
CGF gels and enter wound lesions to help wound healing. It is suggested that CGF gel preparation acts not only as a scaffolding material, as 
a reservoir to deliver certain growth factors or cytokines, but also as a source of monocytes, and macrophages at the site of application.
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